Key figures for joint assessment of indoor environmental quality (IEQ) and energy consumption in modern buildings – a literature review
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Abstract

Energy efficiency in buildings should not be reached on the expense of indoor environmental quality (IEQ). This statement is often used in connection to design and certification of sustainable buildings. The fact that it is also valid during the actual operation seems to be often forgotten. Nodaway’s energy management and operational diagnostics focus mostly on energy consumption. Consequently also present key figures comprise performance indicators related to energy use. The fact that modern buildings are not spared from IEQ related problems indicates that there is a need for joint assessment of energy and IEQ performance. The aim of this paper was to review relevant literature to form a scientific background for development of key figures enabling the joint assessment of energy and IEQ. The review resulted in forty cited publications. Majority of them focused explicitly on energy performance and indoor environment was mentioned only marginally or was not mentioned at all. We can also conclude that energy related key figures are well established and used for standard energy management as well as in different optimization algorithms involving analysis of measurements and calibrated simulations. One publication was identified that integrates thermal comfort into broader matrix of key figures. Methods for long-term evaluation of IEQ indicators suggested by standard EN 15251 seems to be usable for determination of key figures for joint assessment. Further research is needed to determine and test key figures that would directly combine performance indicators related to both energy use and IEQ.
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1. Introduction

Energy efficiency in buildings should not be reached on the expense of indoor environmental quality (IEQ). This statement is often used in connection to design and certification of sustainable buildings. The fact that it is also valid during the actual operation of buildings seems to be often forgotten. Today’s buildings are frequently equipped with a sophisticated Building Management System (BMS) that is capable of
detailed monitoring of both IEQ and energy consumption. However, collected data are seldom used for proper “operational diagnostics”. Additionally, even if this is the case, current focus is mostly on energy consumption, while IEQ parameters are expected to be within a “reasonable range”. The attention is paid to them only when building occupants complain about a specific problem. Then the focus is to solve the particular complain and it is very rarely that indoor climate is analyzed in broader perspective. At the same time, proper and detailed analysis of measured data collected by BMS can be used to answer several important questions. For the first – on the level of particular building – it can be investigated, whether energy is utilized effectively, thus whether the operation of HVAC systems provides comfortable indoor environment. For the second – for large amount of buildings – it can be investigated, which parameters influence the relationship between energy consumption and provided IEQ. For example influence of building type, age or type of utilized HVAC system on general ability of buildings to provide comfortable indoor environment can be studied. To ensure effective analysis of BMS data with respect to both IEQ and energy consumption it is necessary to identify suitable key figures that will enable such joint assessment. Key figures are currently commonly used in energy management; for example the most frequent one [energy consumption for heating]/[m² of heated area] does not take indoor environment into account. The aim of this paper was to review relevant literature regarding analysis of building energy consumption as well as studies focused on field evaluation of IEQ to form a scientific background for development of key figures enabling joint assessment of energy and IEQ performance.

2. Methods

The literature review presented in the current paper was conducted using the Web of Science database accessed via license of the Technical University of Denmark. Following keywords were used for a primary search (the keywords were consequently used in different combinations, combinations used in the primary search are also listed): operation diagnostics, building operation optimization, energy performance, commissioning, commercial building*, energy management, thermal comfort [AND] field study, indoor environmental quality [AND] energy performance, data management [AND] BMS system* [AND] analysis, visualization tool*, energy use [AND] climate, degree day method, EN 15251, simulation model*, performance metrics* [OR] indicator*, regression analysis. The identified articles were structured into four main areas according to their main topic: Energy Management, Commissioning, Operation Diagnostics, Indoor Environmental Quality (IEQ) studies and Standards and Legislation. In the paper, first general characteristics of reviewed articles in particular areas are summarized. Consequently, the details regarding both energy related and IEQ related key figures identified in the reviewed papers are discussed.

3. Results and discussion

3.1 General overview
Energy Management in buildings is practically based on analysis and controlling of a range of suitable key figures [1]. Those are, however, almost exclusively related to energy use and/or production in buildings. Current building regulations obviously promote importance of energy savings in buildings. In European Union for example, this is supported by implementation of the Energy Performance of Buildings Directive (EPBD) directive introducing energy rating schemes for new and existing buildings [2]. Energy consumption of newly designed or existing building can be estimated by using simulation models [3 - 7]. Donnell et al. [3] introduced a “scenario-modeling method” prediction of energy performance during design phase by means of simulation models. Moreover, during commissioning and operation phase, measured data provided by BMS system can be used to “fine tune” the simulation model. Costa et al. [4] points out such models can be used for optimization of energy performance during whole operational life of a building. However, in order to achieve sufficient accuracy an extensive measurement framework has to be available in order to gather data for model calibration. Additionally a study by Carling et al. [8] emphasizes that significant resources are needed in order to build accurate simulation models, which leads to higher costs and that accurate models tend to be associated with long computation time. Publications by Zhao and Magoules [5], Catalina et al. [9] and Lam et al. [10] present further methods for building energy prediction. These include statistical (regression) method [9, 10], use of support vector machines, grey box modeling and application of neural networks [5]. In the aforementioned publications the models were mostly used for research purposes. In “daily” (nowadays well established) energy management [11] rather the degree-day method [12, 13] and the bin method [14] for forecasting and comparison of energy consumption are used. These methods are popular due to their simplicity and are accurate for rough estimations, but as described in [14] the user should be aware of their limitations. Despite the popularity there exists also a criticism with respect to accuracy of aforementioned methods related to precise estimates of building performance [5, 9]. This criticism led into attempts for additional improvements, like for example so called wet-bulb cooling degree method presented by Krese et al. [13] whose results showed that the improved wet-bulb cooling degree method outperformed the traditional cooling degree day method in the majority of analyzed cases.

As it can be seen from several case studies conducted as a part of IEA Annex 40 [8, 16, 17] building information and control systems in modern buildings mostly fulfill “monitoring” function and are able to illustrate dynamics of building operation like changes in internal gains and weather dependent loads, but do not allow direct and easy analysis of causes for changes in building behavior. Such analysis often requires export of logged data and their time consuming processing by means of additional analytical tool. Therefore, the level of detail and accuracy of such analysis can vary from one building to another, which makes it hard to perform reliable comparison [3].

Commissioning and Operation Diagnostics are two terms whose meaning may, to some extend overlap [11]. According to [18] the commissioning process is often applied when building is taken into operation, before it is handed to an owner. The authors indicate that in the contrary to the current situation, commissioning should be
continuously repeated through whole life cycle. The report defines four types of commissioning: initial, retro-, re- and on-going- commissioning process. Authors conclude that if commissioning process is performed in such structured and continuous manner it helps to bridge gaps between different aspects like for example expectations of the owner (expressed in the design project) and current performance of the building [18]. Nowadays, dynamic simulation models have a potential to be used as a part of commissioning process [3, 4, 19]. Deviations between design simulation and simulation calibrated with measured data can be thus used to indicate a need for commissioning measures [19]. Differences between model output and real measurement data can be also used for fault detection [8, 16, 19].

Bauman [17, 20] specifies Operation Diagnostics as a process of inspecting building and system operations in order to reduce energy consumption while still maintaining thermal comfort. Thus the aim of operation diagnostics is to find faults and reasons for poor operation through the analysis of data provided by BMS and suggest optimization measures. This description strongly reminds goals that can be defined for ongoing commissioning; however, Bauman explicitly mentions one indoor environmental parameter – thermal comfort. Review of identified case studies [3, 17, 20] reveals that monitoring of BMS data provides large amount of data readings (caused by both large amount of registered data points and relatively short logging intervals), which needs to be “manually” analyzed, because BMS system self does not offer any preprocessing. Bauman [17] draws attention to the fact that there is a lack of common methods that can be used to assess the data. Fault detection and diagnostic (FDD) seems to be a driving force in efforts to change the current situation [11, 21]. Yu et al. [22] reviews FDD methodologies for ventilation systems while Bonvini et al. [23] deals with an algorithm for both whole-building and component-level FDD. Katipamula and Brambley [24] proposed an automated FDD method for HVAC system. A single dominant fault in the system could be found automatically without manually analyzing high amount of data. Major limitation of the aforementioned method was that if multiple faults occurred at the same time the FDD method failed. Nevertheless, operational diagnostics should include more than rigorous diagnostics of evident faults in the HVAC system. It should be also able to detect less visible and slight derivations from expected/required performance. For example “chronically low” morning temperatures in offices towards north would not be necessarily classified as a fault, but they certainly mean aggravated performance.

**Indoor Environmental Quality (IEQ)** studies reviewed in relation to building energy management would obviously provide valuable input regarding determination of common key figures. However, we could only identify IEQ studies dealing strictly with analyses of indoor environmental conditions without taking energy consumption into account [25, 26]. Despite this fact, the IEQ studies provide valuable information on which indicators should be considered in the case of joint assessment. Kim and Haberl [27] conducted a comprehensive study of sixteen IEQ parameters based on ASHRAE/CIBSE/USGBC Performance Measurement Protocols [28]. Large amount of measurement data was presented on a psychrometric chart, which provided effective visualization. Since BMS normally do not provide information on specific IEQ parameters like TVOC concentration or room air velocity, a comprehensive
instrumentation cart was used in the study. Portable instruments have to be placed in a building when there is a need for deeper analysis. Even though advanced instrumentation chart does not represent a common tool used by environmental systems operators, the method using the psychrometric chart for display of large amounts of measured data seems to be interesting way of providing overview regarding thermal environment in the building. On the other hand it is not suitable when a simple key factor should be determined. Dols et al. [29] indicated a need to implement indoor air quality (IAQ) commissioning as a part of a general commissioning process due to the growing awareness of importance of good indoor climate. As part of the indoor environmental measures, authors proposed detailed measurements of the HVAC system and building’s indoor climate after a month of use. The article does not address any IAQ commissioning during the later time of building operation in the case that there no direct indications of aggravated indoor environment occur (for example in a form of occupant complaints, etc.).

Standards and legislation should obviously create framework to support operational diagnostics of buildings, as they define recommendations and requirements for both energy consumption and indoor environment. The EPBD [2] is a very good example, because it prescribes energy certificates for new and existing buildings, but at the same time a standard dealing directly with IEQ conditions has been issued under its umbrella [30]. Relation of the EPBD to ongoing commissioning has been widely discussed in report produced by the “Building EQ” project [31]. As authors of its final report point out, nowadays, after the certification, usually there is no continuous evaluation of the building performance in order to reach or maintain an energy-efficient operation. This results in aggravated performance. Authors conclude that in the case of for existing buildings there is a lack of alignment between requirements prescribed by energy certification methodology applied for continuous commissioning. Similarly, also several publications reviewed in the present paper indicate a lack of consistent methodology. For example the findings of Donnell et al. [3] show that in practice for commercial buildings there was a lack of standardized methods for operation checking that would include all necessary information - guidelines and tools necessary for analyses. A study by Attia et al. [15] revealed that buildings analysts in general have different knowledge, background, training and education and rarely have skills and training specifically required for the optimum building management. According to Andre et al. [32] there is a need for proper benchmarking to support building performance analysis, which would allow for comparison of actual key figures to a reliable reference.

On the other hand, there exist several comprehensive publications, which can serve as guidelines for commissioning analyses [14, 18, 31, 33]. Donnell et al. [3] point out the fact that guidelines are often interpreted differently by individual building managers. There seems to be lack of standardized process that would lead to structured, efficient analysis. Donnell et al. [3] describe that most of current performance benchmarks fail to contain enough meta-data for a comparison with systems in a specific building since they usually originate from perspective code compliance. Similar is for energy performance guidelines, which are done externally, where
requirements are defined by obtaining results from whole-building energy simulation models or even by a rule of thumb. On the contrary Andre et al. [32] sees benchmarking as reliable and adaptable. Attia et al. [15] interviewed practitioners dealing with building performance optimization. The study showed that there was a lack of standard systematic approach since in most cases the practitioners followed different methods for analysis. Attia et al. point out that missing standard that would help building managers when analysing and transforming BMS data to useful information leads to unreliability, mistrust, and inaccurate building performance information.

3.2 Building energy key figures

Key figures have been extensively used in energy management for many years to evaluate whether the energy consumption develops reasonably along time, evaluate consequences of energy saving measures or perform comparison with requirements and planned targets. In general, energy consumption can be relatively simply presented as time-series plot and such visualization already has high informative value [31]. Energy consumption is also commonly presented as monthly heating/cooling primary energy consumption [34] per area unit (kWh/m²) or per heated building volume (kWh/m³) [31]. So called energy signature – a linear curve presenting average monthly energy consumption plotted against the average monthly outdoor temperatures complemented with so called basic consumption, which is outdoor temperature independent [18, 21, 31]. Visualization of energy signatures is often implemented in BMS or control systems. Several publications mention so called “carpet plots” as useful tool providing detailed overview about energy consumption, often diversified to heating and/or cooling [16, 17, 31, 35]. Jagemar and Olsson [31] mention also other examples of key figures like energy consumption per number of occupants. In general, many performance indicators can be used as a denominator to determine a specific key figure. Their use can be very “industry dependent” like for example MJ/hospital-bed day. Catalina et al. [9] uses energy consumption of buildings of different age against average U-value of their envelope. Moreover, the study investigated also correlation between energy consumption and building morphology by introducing so called building shape factor (a ratio between heated volume of a building and an area of all surfaces that are in contact with exterior, ground or non-heated spaces). Several publications conducted comparison of measured and simulated energy consumption based on monthly values to identify reasons for aggravated performance indicated by measurements [9, 19, 35, 36]. Such a method is gaining increasing attention especially in the USA [19, 21], but IEA Annex 40 [18] presented also several case studies from Europe. Detailed analysis of data regarding HVAC systems as well as improving their operation by resolving malfunctions has been shown by several publications [16 - 18, 35] to lead to notable energy savings. One concrete example can be analysis of energy consumption “per component” (chiller, fan etc.) in relation to occupancy schedule.

3.3 Key figures and performance indicators related to IEQ

Measured BMS data regarding energy consumption and operational parameters are commonly analyzed during operation diagnostics whereas as from IEQ parameters only
room air, respective operative temperature are normally considered. The reason for that is mainly that temperature measurements are relatively easily available. Case studies presented in [17, 18] analyzed operative temperature data by means of carpet plots. By using the carpet plot it was possible to observe for a certain time of the year indoor temperature a thermal comfort behavior and see when operative temperature exceeded certain acceptable range. The carpet plots were also used by Baumann [17]. His analysis of data obtained from BMS showed several malfunctions of a heating system. The room temperature data were used together with operational data on heating coil valve position and heating coil pump operation. Costa et al. [4] suggested using predicted and measured CO₂ values to evaluate a real occupancy pattern, which can be further used in energy-IEQ related analyses. Kim and Haberl [27] conducted comprehensive IEQ inspections and measurements done in buildings where the occupants complained about bad indoor environment. As mentioned earlier authors proposed an analytical method where measured data were displayed on a psychrometric chart. They claimed that it had a potential to improve the use of continuously measured IEQ data and benchmarking procedures which are required in [28] to validate design decisions. Annex F in European standard EN 15251 [30] describes three methods that can be used for evaluation of simulated or measured long-term IEQ data. These methods seem to be suitable to produce desirable IEQ performance indicators, but it seems that they are not widely used in practice. “Method A” defines percentage hours outside the required comfort range. It presents a simple method, which can be easily visualized by means of a duration diagram. “Method B” proposes calculation of so called Degree Hours, which represent sum of hours during which the temperature requirements were violated (separately for heating and cooling period) multiplied by a weighing factor expressed as a difference (in °K) between actual and limit temperature. “Method C” is similar to method B, but comfort range is defined by means of Predicted Mean Vote (PMV) index, while weighing factor is defined as a ratio between Predicted Percentage of Dissatisfied (PPD) corresponding to actual and comfort-limit PMV values.

4. General discussion

The literature review described in the present paper showed that main focus of building performance analyses conducted so far seems to be energy performance. This is somewhat understandable when considering the fact that reduction of greenhouse gases and preservations of fossil fuel resources are currently top political agenda with respect to sustainable development [38]. Furthermore energy performance optimization represents also a large potential for saving operation costs. According to Katipamula and Brambley [24] commercial buildings in the USA waste about 15% to 30% of energy they “buy”. In contrast to publications dealing explicitly with energy performance, in very few articles the IEQ was considered during the analysis. None of the articles dealt with energy performance in direct connection to IEQ conditions prevailing in the building. Key factor methodology defined by Costa et al [4] should support energy managers in determining the optimal building operation strategy in relation to both energy consumption and thermal comfort. It was based on utilization of
calibrated simulation model. The method seems to provide promising results, however requires comprehensive measurements. Moreover, as thermal comfort metric was based on the PPD index, its determination in practice would be burdened by assumptions with respect to clothing of occupants, their activity level and air velocity in building premises [25]. The reviewed articles that represented IEQ studies exclusively dealt with assessment of indoor climate without taking energy use into account. When looking at the reviewed case studies, they mostly dealt with identification of major factors that influence energy consumption or with operation diagnostics of buildings, which should determine an “optimization potential”. With respect to IEQ, only operative temperature and/or CO₂ concentration levels were investigated, but no joint key figures were determined. Therefore even though there was an overview about IEQ conditions in the particular study, the data could not be used for more general analyses where certain patterns could be investigated using joint key figures for large amount of buildings. Andre et al. [32] describes a benchmarking procedure for HVAC systems, but the actual quality of indoor environment does not receive much attention. Oppositely, we hypothesize that for example methods for long term evaluation of IEQ specified by EN 15 251 [30] could, together with energy consumption per unit area, form an effective key figure. We haven’t identified any publication that would utilize aforementioned long-term evaluation methods. Carlucci and Pagliano [39] addressed several issues related to them. Their conclusions actually support our hypothesis as they state that “single numerical values summarizing the variety of comfort conditions encountered in the various thermal zones of a building over a certain period of time cannot provide a substitute for a detailed design of a building, rather they can guide its optimization”.

From the practical point of view there is a gap between state-of-the-art methods and real word scenarios - many of the building owners or operators do not work with historical operational data. They, despite the evidence in literature that it provides significant energy savings, do not recognize value of operational diagnosis using historical data. Moreover, major part of these savings can be achieved with no or minimal additional investments - usual payback of continuous operational diagnosis deployment is less than two years [40]. In this perspective, attempts to include IEQ seem to be far low on the agenda, but as expenses incurred in employee salaries exceed building energy and maintenance costs by a factor of 80 to 100 [41], we consider joint assessment of energy and IEQ performance to be highly relevant.

5. Conclusions

- Majority of reviewed publications focused explicitly on energy performance and indoor environment was mentioned only marginally or was not mentioned at all.
- One publication was identified that integrates thermal comfort into broader matrix of key figures.
- Methods for long-term evaluation of IEQ indicators suggested by standard EN 15251 seems to be usable for determination of key figures for joint assessment.
Further research is needed to determine and test key figures that would combine performance indicators related to both energy use and IEQ
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